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Note : (i) Attempt all questions.

(ii) The marks for each question are given

against it.

1. (a) Complete any five of the following : 5×1=5

(i) Excess as well as deficiency of
................. ions in soil leads to
chlorosis.

(ii) ................. is the maximum
temperature region in the atmosphere.

(iii) Density of ice is ................. than water.
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(iv) Concentration of pollutants .................
with increase in wind speed.

(v) Air pollutant which causes kidney
problem is ................. in particulate
matter.

(vi) ................. metal is responsible for
Itai-Itai disease.

(b) Define any five of the following : 5×1=5

(i) Salinity

(ii) Dissovled oxygen

(iii) Weathering

(iv) API oil separator

(v) 50LD value

(vi) Herbicide

(c) Answer any five of the following : 5×2=10

(i) Explain the effects of temperature on
the physical characteristics of water.

(ii) What is the significance of SAR value
of water sample ?
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(iii) A person sleeping in a closed room
with burning coal left inside the room
encounters asphyxiation leading to
death. Explain.

(iv) List any two particulate removal

methods in industrial effluents.

(v) Describe in brief the aeration method

for the treatment of dairy waste.

(vi) Define molality of a solution.

2. Answer any four of the following : 4×5=20

(a) Describe complexometric titrations and

give their applications in quantitative

analysis.

(b) State and derive Lambert-Beer’s law.

(c) Describe in brief the parameters for the

characterization of sewage.

(d) Explain the causes of decrease of

pathogenic bacteria in sewage.

(e) Give a brief account of different types of

soils found in India.
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3. Answer any four of the following : 4×5=20

(a) What is paper chromatography ? Give one
of its applications.

(b) What is the difference between reserve
osmosis and electro dialysis ?

(c) List the various types of detectors used in
spectrophotometers and describe any one
type.

(d) How will you detect the equivalence and
end point in a titration ? Explain with the
help of an example.

(e) What are the water associated health
hazards ? Describe in brief.

4. Answer any four of the following : 4×5=20

(a) Describe the soil pollution caused by toxic
chemicals and give their effects on animals
and human health.

(b) What are organochlorine compounds ? Give
their examples and health effects.

(c) Describe the method of municipal waste
water treatment.
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(d) What is the difference between
auxochrome and chromophore ? Explain
with the help of examples.

(e) What are conductometric titrations ? How
are these advantageous over the
conventional titrimetric methods ?

5. Write short notes on any four of the following :

4×5=20

(a) Eutrophication

(b) Ozone layer depletion

(c) Water quality criteria

(d) Integrated pest management

(e) Environmental pollution caused by
fertilizers
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(ii)
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(iv)

(v) 50

(vi)

5×15

(i)

(ii)

(SAR)

(iii)
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